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Assess: what have students learnt?

• 'Learning is a change in long term memory.' (Kirschner 
et al, 2016)

• 'We mistakenly interpret their performance
during acquisition as a reliable guide to long-
term learning.' (Soderstrom and Bjork, 2015)

• 'The single most important factor influencing 
learning is what the learner already knows. Ascertain 
this and teach accordingly.' (Ausubel, 1968)

• Assessment as 'the bridge between teaching and 
learning.' (Wiliam, 2011)

• 'Don’t assess everything that moves; just the key 
concepts.' (Tim Oates)

How will you accurately ascertain what 
has been learnt during remote learning?



Recalibrate: Curriculum conversations

• 'The final performance looks different to the means of 
its nature.' (Steve Rollett)

• 'Memory is the residue of thought.' (Daniel T. 
Willingham, 2010)
How will you recalibrate your curriculum to preserve what is 
'useful and beautiful' and interrupt the forgetting?

• 'Useful and beautiful.' (Mary Myatt)

• 'Curriculum as content structured as narrative 
over time.' (Christine Counsell)



Re-establish: Memorable teaching
• ‘Learning is deeper and more durable when it is effortful. Learning that’s easy 

is like writing in sand: here today and gone tomorrow.’ (Brown et al, 2010)

And finally....'There is one factor that can optimise learning […] and potentially play 
an enormous role in closing the advantage gap. That factor is the teacher.’ (Didau, 2018)

Well 
defined goals

Chunking and 
worked 

examples

Gradual release 
to 'purposeful 

practice' 
(Ericson)

Memorable 
explanations

How will you ensure classroom 
practice supports long term retention of 
learning through CPD?
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‘A Sea of Talk’



Improving Oracy And Classroom Talk Robin Alexander  2012

‘In reading and writing, the student’s skills are influenced
more by the teacher’s skills as a teacher of reading and 
writing than by how well the teacher reads and writes.

Not so with talk. 
Its essentially interactive nature means that the teacher’s
own competence as a speaker and listener contributes
significantly to the developing oral competence of  
the student. Thus in oracy the teacher is critical in 
perhaps unique and uniquely powerful ways’.



Despite the focus on improving 
oracy, Voice 21 found:

On average a child in a 

deprived area speaks no 

more than 4 words a 

lesson.



Two Keys to Oracy Across 
The Curriculum:
• Address vocabulary learning 

as a distinct area in the 
curriculum

• Raise word consciousness 
by playing with words through 
games, songs and humour. 
Ensure the learning 
environment is word rich

Duke and Moses (2003) and Fisher and 
Blachnowicz (2005)



Talk Before Writing: 
Oral Rehearsal

• reducing cognitive load during writing

• for post-hoc reviewing of text

• for helping writers ‘hear’ their own writing
(D Myhill)

Oral rehearsal highlights the difference between spoken and written 

language, helping shape written sentences. It also gives students the 

opportunity to justify their own thinking (Alexander, 2008)
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As school leaders, how can we make space for recovery work?

• Use Term 6 to plan for September…twin-track curriculum 
• Time and focus for staff CPLD 
• Curriculum flexibility, especially for transition/examination cohorts
• PSHCE curriculum which responds to trauma of pandemic



How can our development plans most usefully address the 
needs of learners and on the assumption that some remote 
learning will continue in 20/21?

• Review KS3 curriculum roadmaps to prioritise quality over quantity. 
Respond to changes for 2021 exam series

• Quality assurance systems to evaluate the impact of remote/in-school 
curriculum including students and parents

• Re-visit digital learning strategy and vision – start to move towards 
optimum model



Re-visit curriculum intent and re-define vision for 2020-2021 and 
beyond:

• Identify key principles of what makes your curriculum distinctive and 
pivot this towards the next 12 months so that what is already good 
becomes great

• What will you stop doing?
• Tilting systems and structures in favour of disadvantaged students
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